21st Century Project Management

This module brought to you by an Erasmus project

This module is an introduction to project management and will help you to
understand the principles of project management by planning, managing and
evaluating the outcomes of a project.

Module Overview
Expected
Study
Time: 10
hours

Lesson 1: Welcome and Overview
Lesson 2: Understand the purpose, aims and objectives of a project
Lesson 3: Explore the life cycle of a project and de ne the key
elements of a project plan
Lesson 4: What skills are involved in leading and monitoring a
project
Lesson 5: Identify and manage risks
Lesson 6: Bring projects to a close and evaluating success
Lesson 7: Project Task
Lesson 8: Module evaluation

21st Century skills included in this module

Literacy - Being able to write and speak e ectively at all levels.
Understandable - Being able to structure your communication
clearly for di erent levels to convey the correct meaning without
misunderstanding

Communicati
on

Presentation skills - having the correct skills in order to present
information to stakeholders using appropriate tools and
techniques.
Channels - Making use of the most e ective channel of
communication in order to convey information to your target
audience.
Methods - Using correct form and layout in order to communicate
e ectively

Digital
Literacy

IT Skills - How to use the appropriate software applications and
hardware in order to be productive.
Online presence - How to manage your digital footprint, i.e. the
content that is online and available for others to see.
Using Social Media - How to use social media e ectively in order to
achieve personal or business goals.
Staying safe - How to manage your online security.
Online behaviour - How to behave professionally in all
communication and with your presence online.
Legislation - Be aware of all of the relevant legislation regarding
the use of computing equipment and online content.
Critical thinking - How to analyse information in order to both
understand and verify the legitimacy of online content

Computational thinking - Being able to break down complex
problems into manageable smaller parts, looking for similarities
and patterns, focussing on the important information in order to
develop a step by step solution.
Analysing results/data - Being able to extract relevant information
from reports and outcomes.

Problem
Solving

Process vs People - Being able to solve problems that can be people
related and business related.
Researching - Being able to nd multiple sources of relevant
information in order to gain knowledge to enable you to both tackle
the problem and verify the solution.
Creativity - Being able to look at problems from di erent
perspectives in order to develop innovative and new solutions.
Communication - Being able to articulate solutions at all levels
using appropriate channels

Lesson 1: Welcome and Overview

Lesson 2: The Purpose, Aims and Objectives of a Project

Lesson 3: Explore the Life Cycle of a Project and De ne Key Elements of a Project plan

Lesson 4: What Skills are Involved in Leading and Monitoring a Project

Lesson 5: Identify and Manage Risks

Lesson 6: Bringing Projects to a Close and Evaluating Success

Lesson 7: Project Task

Lesson 8: Module evaluation

Glossary

Useful Websites and text books
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Lesson 1: Welcome and Overview

Welcome
Welcome to this module. We hope that you will

nd it enjoyable and informative. Please view

provided by your tutor.

This introduction will give you:

The course content and how to engage with it
The aims and objectives of the course
A welcome from your course tutor

Help and Support
If you need help at any time please email your course tutor

Managing a project

Module Aims
This module will cover the following:

Understand the purpose, aims and objectives of a project
Explore the life cycle of a project and de ne the key elements of a project plan
What skills are involved in leading and monitoring a project
Identify and manage risks
Bring projects to a close and evaluating success
Project Task
Module evaluation

Course Requirements
There are no speci c course requirements apart from an open mind and your personal
engagement in the activities. To get the most out of this course please engage in all of the
activities and take time out to explore the additional resources that may be supplied for each
topic.

How you will be assessed
There will be continuous assessment throughout this module via formative feedback with:

Group Work
Debate/Discussions
Online quizzes of true/false, multiple choice and matching tasks

Summative assessment for this module will be assignment based.

Please introduce yourself to others taking this course at the same
time as you
SHARE

Making the most of your learning on this course.pdf
64.4 KB
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Lesson 2: The Purpose, Aims and Objectives of a
Project

What is a Project?
We all think that we know what a project is - but what is it exactly?

Take some time to consider what a project is? Write down your thoughts. Some points to
consider are:

What does it consist of?
Why is it important?
Who uses it and why?

You may want to share your thoughts with the class. When you have
written your de nition click continue.
SHARE
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Click the '+' to reveal a de nition of a project.

De nition of a project

–

A One-o set of tasks which deliver change; it is temporary with a clearly de ned start and end
date and involves a connected sequence of activities, with a range of resources with a unique
outcome. Project have a speci c and unique outcomes and introduce change..

YOUTUBE

What is Project Management? Training Video

What is Project Management? Training Video
Get the PPT slides at https://changeactivation.com/project-managementslides/ Download the video at https://changeactivation.com/projectmanagement/ Project management explained simply is a quick and
straightforward training video to help newcomers understand the PM
concepts including the time, cost and quality constraints.
VIEW ON YOUTUBE 
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Why is project management important to organisations?

What are some of the key drivers for project management?
Take a moment and write some notes on what you think they
could be.
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Project management is important because:

1

Successful project management can improve administrative procedures, improve
customer service and develop new products.

2

They can help save money

3

Projects are a driver for change

The difference between a project & daily operations

Has speci c outcomes
–designed to achieve a
goal – after a project
A Project...

nishes something
exists that wasn’t there
before
Is an ‘instrument of

Ongoing - day to day
functions like
manufacturing products
Daily operations...

or supplying services
Repetitive - manager
and employees are
assigned to do the same
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Why might a project arise?
There are many reasons why a project might arise. See below for some of them. Can you add
any more?

Reason 1

A request from a potential customer to provide a service or product

–

Reason 2

A customer complaint

–

Reason 3

–

Competition

Reason 4

An internal proposal for a new product of service

–

Reason 5

A better way of doing something

–

Reason 6

A policy standard in the organisation to introduce a new quality standard

–

Reason 7

External environment

–
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What makes a successful project?
Watch the video below to get one point of view

YOUTUBE

What Are the Most Important Factors in a Successful Proj…

What Are the Most Important Factors in a Successful
Project?
Tim Jones, President & CEO, Artscape In this short video, Artscape President
and CEO Tim Jones explains why a strong project vision, diversity of people
and uses, a critical mass of creative people, a spirit of collaboration, and
development capacity are crucial to the success of any project.
VIEW ON YOUTUBE 

Elbeik & Thomas’ (1998) identi ed ten key requirements of a successful
project
1

Clearly de ned objectives

2

Good planning and control

3

Good quality of project manager

4

Good management / leadership support

5

Adequate time and resources allocated

6

Commitment from all

7

High user / sponsor involvement

8

Good communications

9

Good project organisation and clear structure

10

Ability to stop progress on the project / stop the project•
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Can you think of any large and successful projects?

Take some time to think if you could name any large scale projects
and share them with the rest of your group
SHARE
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Here are some to get you started:

The introduction of CHIP & PIN

The Channel Tunnel

The Beijing Olympics

The design of Electric Cars
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Why does a project exist?

A project is created to
implement corporate strategy
or to realise a business case.
Click to reveal the answer

A project creates the
capability to deliver bene ts
to the organisation and its
stakeholders

Activity
Think back to the projects you have been involved in.
What was the basic need driving the project ?
Was it set up to solve a problem? If so, what was the problem?
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Share your project experiences with the group
SHARE

Forces

When managing (or initiating) projects, you need to understand what may help the project
move forward, or what may instigate the change (driving forces) and what may hinder the
project moving forward (restraining forces). The driving forces need to be stronger than the
opposing forces. Forces that would a ect the situation include:

Attitudes

Costs/budgets

Quality requirements

Information/data available

Competitive environment

Resources available
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External Environment
A project is also surrounded by factors that will impact on it in many di erent ways. These
are called project context and we can remember elements of a project context using the
mnemonic PESTLE

What do you think this stands for?

Click on the cards below to reveal the answers

Government stability
Taxation policy
Political

Foreign trade regulations
Social welfare policies

Business cycles
Interest rates
Economic Factors

In ation

Unemployment
Disposable income

Population demographics
Income distribution
Sociocultural

Social mobility
Lifestyle changes
Attitudes to work and
leisure

Government spending
New
Technological

discoveries/development
Speed of technological
transfer
Rates of obsolescence

Monopolies legislation
Employment law
Legal

Health and Safety
Product safety

Environmental
protection laws

Environmental

Waste disposal
Energy consumption
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Review

Which are the following traits of a project

They are unique

The they are non-routines

They are temporary

All of the above

SUBMIT

What is a project goal?

A point scored on your project

What your project is trying to do

High level statement about overall aims of project

Outputs or deliverables

SUBMIT

Why is project management important?

Gives people a job

Is a driver for change

Helps sta

do their day to day work

Is good on your CV

SUBMIT

What does PESTLE stand for?

Political, ergonomic, social, technical, legal and
environmental

People, economic, scienti c, technical, legal and
ecological

Practical, economic, sociological, technical, legal
and environmental

Political, economic, sociological, technical, legal and
environmental

SUBMIT

Stakeholders are:

Users

Suppliers

Project sponsor

All of the above plus others

SUBMIT
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Lesson 3: Explore the Life Cycle of a Project and
De ne Key Elements of a Project plan

Projects go through a series of well de ned stages
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Initiation
We have already discussed that projects can arise from a number of di erent sources and for
di erent reasons. This

rst stage is to:

1
Terms Of Reference
A key document from this

rst stage is the Terms Of Reference

2
Agree scope of the project
The scope is a short description of the area for investigation. The scope justi es the
project’s purpose and limitations within the context of your workplace. It should also
clearly outline key deliverables for the project and how project success will be measured.

3
Create a Project Plan
Use this information to outline the purpose of the project and set objectives and key
milestones by creating a project plan

4
Formulate a team and outline their roles
This is covered in lesson 4

5
Estimate a budget
Outline the potential costs and bene ts for the project to determine if it can move forward

6
Stakeholders
Identify Stakeholders and consider their role in the project

7
Identify and manage potential risks
This is covered in lesson 5
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Planning
Once initiation is complete, projects move into the planning phase. In this phase, detailed
project requirements are established and outlined in your chosen project management app. At
the same time, all dependencies are identi ed, and the project budget is solidi ed.

During the planning phase, the project manager works with many di erent departments and
individuals to

nalize all the documentation needed for the execution of project requests

Creating a Project Plan

1

Research using Online resources or books a suitable project plan template which
will enable you to plan a project

2

Discuss and share ideas/templates with your peers

3

Make any changes required to your own template to use in your Major Project Lesson 7
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Below is an example of a project plan template you could use for your project

Project Name:

Executive Team Oversight:

Project Coordinator:

Need:

Bene ciaries:

Cost:

Signi cant Collaborations:

Outcomes/Objectiv
es

Activities

How success
will be
measured

Timetable for
activities and
evaluation

1

2

3
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Estimate a Budget
A budget of your plan is clearly important. You will need to produce a budget of costs and list
your estimates and actual costs.

1

Produce a budget

2

Research using Online resources or books a suitable project plan template which
will enable you to plan a project

3

Discuss and share ideas/templates with your peers

An example of a budget could look something like this:

Project

Sta lounge

Estimated

Refere
nce

Item

Cost

1

Project
manage
ment
fee

2

Sofa

2000

3

Chairs

1000

4

TV

600

Total Planned

Total

750

Actual

Labour

Materia
l

Total

Over Budget

Under Budget
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Stakeholders
Who are the stakeholders of a project?

Activity

Can you list as many stakeholders as you can think of? Take some time to jot them down
before revealing the answer below.
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Funders

–

Customers
Clients
Workforce

Local Authorities

–

Contractors
Suppliers
Managers

Project Team

Outside agencies

–

Project Board

–

Local Business/Residents

–

Will these stakeholders be a supporter or an opponent of the project? And what is their
in uence?

Make a copy of the table below and in small groups share your answers and feedback.

Project Title

Stakeholder

insert your project title here

Supporter or Opponent
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Review

Level of In uence

Well done you have completed this module. The following quiz will test your knowledge about
the content.

Which of the following are traits of a project

They are unique

They are non-routine

They are temporary

All of the above

SUBMIT

What is a project goal?

What your project is trying to do

High level statements about the overall aims of the
project

A point you have scored in your project

The

nal outputs or deliverables

SUBMIT

What is the

rst stage of a project called (in the project life cycle)

Planning phase

De ning phase

Controlling phase

Start-up

SUBMIT

What might lead to a project starting?

A change is required

Manager want to give sta

work to do

Money needs to be spent within the company

A department needs to complete their day-to-day
work so need a project to help them

SUBMIT
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Lesson 4: What Skills are Involved in Leading and
Monitoring a Project

What skills are involved in leading and monitoring a project?
To run a successful project you need a project team with a blend of people, skills and
experience together with a strong project leader.

Project Manager
A Project Manager is responsible for the day to day management of the
project and to get the project completed on time, within budget.

What skills and qualities do you think a project manager should have?

Click the cards below to reveal the answers..

Skill 1

Good communication skills

Skill 2

Ability to write concise reports

Skill 3

Good negotiations skills

Skill 4

Ability to motivate teams

Skill 5

Ability to deal with con ict

Skill 6

Good time management skills

Skill 7

Effective use of digital
technologies

For more see https://www.nutcache.com/blog/10-attributes-e ective-project-manager/

What qualities would you look form when selecting your
team?
List

ve key behaviours you would like your team members to have.

For example: Problem solving - you willprobably want a team member who is good at this.
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Lockyer and Gordon (1996) suggest team members who can:

Adopt a problem solving approach
Freely discuss ideas before they are adopted
Communicate e ectively across the team and across the di erent business functions, i.e.
marketing and IT
Sell the team's ideas outside
Get co-operation from people within and outside the team
Monitor progress ina timely manner
Back each other up even when things go wrong

Remember, some Project Managers cannot pick their own team and
have no choice over who will work in the team
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Team Roles
Remember to keep you team quite small and manageable. If you are unsure of team roles you
can explore team roles from Belbin on https://www.belbin.com You can use this information
to decide which category you best

t into.

Identify your preferred team role
Use this activity to identify the kind of role that you are most comfortable with in a team
environment.

YOUTUBE

5 Skills a Project Manager Needs

5 Skills a Project Manager Needs
This video gives an overview of the

ve core skills needed by project

managers.See more videos by Max here:
https://www.youtube.com/c/MaxDaltonTools to help...
VIEW ON YOUTUBE 

Background
This activity draws on the team roles explored in the book Successful Team Building, by Davis
et al. (1992). These team roles are:

Driver
Executive
Planner
Controller
Enabler

O.K. Lets get started....
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Task
Complete the questionnaire below. It consists of

ve boxes of

ve statements each. You have

15 points to allocate per box, depending on how strongly you agree with the statements in
them. For example, if you agree quite strongly with statement 2: ‘I’m systematic’, you might
want to give this

ve points or more, but you might only want to award two points to

statement 3: ‘I can usually lay my hands on resources’. If you completely disagree with a
statement, you needn’t give it any points.

To be clear: Distribute a maximum of 15 points for each box below as per this example:

EXAMPLE

Points

I'm good at checking the method’s the group uses, and make sure
that there are procedures covering all major activities

5

I can be relied on to be strong and give direction to other team
members

1

I can estimate rapidly what resources the team needs -and what
they will cost

0

I can spot good ideas quickly - and get the rest of the group
enthused about them

4

I'm good at giving th eday-to-day guidance that results in smooth
work ow and good working practices

5

TOTAL

15

Download the

le below and

ll it out as per the instructions.

Identifying your Team Role.pdf
132.2 KB

Feedback
Were you surprised by your results from completing the questionnaire? Listen and watch
carefully in your next team meeting! You may want to use this activity to identify the preferred
roles of you own team members. Bear in mind that even though you may prefer to adopt one
particular team role, you may need to take on other roles in order to enable the team to work
e ectively.
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Lesson 5: Identify and Manage Risks

Description
This section explores why projects are risky. Managing risk e ectively is essential if you
want your project to be successful

A risky situation

Lets revisit why a project exists
A project is created to implement a corporate strategy or to realise a business case. It should
deliver bene ts to the organisation or to stakeholders

De ne risk in no more than 20 words
Click on the card below to reveal the answer

}A risk is any event or
constraint that prevents you
achieving the project’s goals
and objectives. (Burke 2006)

De ning risk

1 of 1
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Threats and Opportunities

Threats are used to describe an uncertain event that could have a
negative impact on your objectives

Opportunities are used to describe an uncertain event that could have a
favourable impact on your objectives

The aim of risk management is to:
Identify risks
Mitigate risks
Evaluate risks
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So why do some projects fail?
Make some notes about what you feel could make a project fail. Think of a project you know
of or have been involved with and share some positive and negative traits with your peers.
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Some reasons could include:

Not working closely with customer
Poor estimating – going over budget
Inadequate planning – failing to meet time scales
Insu

cient review and controls – lack of monitoring

Lack of commitment – buy in of stakeholders, participants

A signi cant reason for project failure is unforeseen events which
disrupt the project and cause deviation from the plan.
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Why are Projects Risky?
Projects are risky for three reasons:

Common characteristics
Deliberate design
External environment

Click on the card below to learn more

Unique – all projects
have some element that
has not been done
Characteristics

before
Complex – projects are
complex as they have
many strands

1 of 3

Projects are used to
deliver a competitive
advantage which
Deliberate Design

involves taking a risk
which in turn involves
reward
Higher risk means

2 of 3

Projects exist in an
environment where risk is
associated with:
External Environment

Market Volatility
Competition
Changes to an
3 of 3
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Managing Risk
All projects carry risk as results of the above three factors
Risk management is an important part of a project and the Project manager decides the
probability of risks in a project
Risk assessment is evaluating a risk in terms of its likelihood and impact
Some projects will be high risk but remember not all risk is bad risk

Review this short video to help you understand risk

YOUTUBE

What Is Risk Management In Projects?

What Is Risk Management In Projects?
Watch this video to learn all about risk management in projects, as explained
by a PMP. Try our Award-Winning PM Software for free:
https://www.projectmanage...
VIEW ON YOUTUBE 

Risk Logs
A Risk Log is a key activity in project management It ensures all risks are identi ed,
monitored and actions/decisions recorded
Risks change throughout a project and should be revised regularly using the project
tracking system
To prioritise risks in a project a risk analysis is used which is usually ranked/rated
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Activity
Research to

nd three di erent logs. Review them listing advantages and disadavantages.

Chose one for your project which you will use in your

Below is an example.

nal project (lesson 7).
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End of Session Quiz

Which is the best de nition or risk?

Something that might cause the project to fail

Uncertainty in the stakeholder’s mind

An event that has occurred and that could be of
bene t or detriment to the project

An opportunity to improve project bene ts

SUBMIT

What is meant by risk assessment?

Evaluating a risk in terms of its likelihood and
impact?

Checking with the Project sponsor about the
signi cance of the risk?

Deciding a course of action for a risk

Evaluating when the risk might occur

SUBMIT

A risk that has occurred is

Risk

Something that needs to be noti ed to the
attention of the Project manager

Nothing to worry about

Something that should be escalated to the Project
sponsor immediately

SUBMIT

What is the aim of a risk management process?

Identify risk

Evaluate risk

Mitigate risk

All of the above

SUBMIT

Who decides the probability of risks in a project?

Project manager

Project organiser

Project developer

None of the above

SUBMIT

How is the priority of risk in projects assigned?

Based on time taken

Based on the degree of threat to poses

Based on prediction

Based on risk identi cation

SUBMIT

What type of risk monitoring process helps in documents of risks?

Reverse analysis

Mitigation process

Project tracking systems

Reassessment of risks

SUBMIT
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Lesson 6: Bringing Projects to a Close and Evaluating
Success

Throughout the project you will present regular updates and interim progress reports which
are to :

Persuade management to adopt a particular plan of action in accordance with your
recommnedations
Place on record what has happened so far

Closing your Project
As a project manager your job is to bring the project to a formal close and to ensure that all
loose ends have been signed o .

Activity List items that you think should be on your checklist to sign o

the report. Below are

some ideas. Click each card to reveal the activity.

One

Has the project met all its
objectives?

Two

What are its speci c results and
bene ts?

Three

Is there anything that has not
been achieved?

Four

Are the reasons for this clearly
understood and documented?

Five

Have all costs been accounted
for?

Six

Have all project-speci c
resources been re-assigned?

Seven

Are there outstanding issues
that still need resolution?

What learning has taken place
on the project? Has this been
recorded for future use?

Eight
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Presenting the nal results of your project
You now need to consider how to present your

ndings of the project. Methods of reporting

to consider include presentations, reports, visual communication eg charts and diagrams.

A suggested structure of a report is as follows:

1

Executive Summary – a summary highlighting the main points and
recommendations

2

Introduction the background to the project, what the problem was or start by
outlining whether your project identi ed was due to a problem, an issue or an

opportunity

3

Methodology – justi cation of method and techniques for gathering relevant data
ie questionnaires, comments from third parties, success criteria

4

Findings – completion of milestones and outputs, key issues emerging from the
data gathered and options for resolution, lesson learned

5

Review and evaluation should include and consider the impact of the management
project

6

Recommendations – the next steps

7

Appendices – list of project personnel and roles, people interviewed, copy of
questionnaires, c nalcial information, risk assessments, plans, charts and any
other supporting documentation
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Your content could also consider the impact in the workplace

Implications

Implications, Positive bene cial changes to organisational, divisional or departmental
structure, policies, systems or processes

–

–

Innovation

Innovation in product / service development or market development

–

Increases

Increases in pro t or market share, costings

–

Timescales

Timescales - Cheryl some more in here?

–

Improvements

Improvements in sta

productivity or resource utilisation
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Top Tips

1

Consider chronological stages that the project passed through or a department by
department description of activities

2

Remember the reader must be able to follow the progress of the project clearly
and easily

3

Make sure you adequately cover all the project’s aims and objectives
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Remember to evaluate your Project at each stage
A simple table as shown below could be used

Strengths

Weaknesses

Changes

What went well?

What did not go so well?

What would you do
di erently?
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Lesson 7: Project Task

Project Task
This

nal lesson is for you to undertake and lead on a project. You can chose any project you

like. Some example projects are given below but check your ideas with your tutor.

1

Produce a Year Book for your class

2

Organise a Treasure Hunt

3

Develop a short video to promote the course you are studying for use by your
school or college

4

Organise a charity event of your choice

You will need to produce the following documents to support your project:

1

A list of team members, roles and responsibilities

2

A Project Plan

3

A Risk Log

4

A formal report supported by a presentation using charts, images and graphs to
support your

ndings. Please include a reference to your budget and if your

project is on target, above or below your budget

5

An Evaluation of what went well, what did not and what you would do di erently
on another project

Once completed send all of your documents to your tutor.
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Marking Criteria
To achieve a pass grade
the evidence must show
that the learner is able
to:

To achieve a merit
grade the evidence
must show that, in
addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is
able to:

To achieve a distinction
grade the evidence
must show that, in
addition to the merit
criteria, the learner is
able to:

P1 outline the stages of
the project life cycle for
a selected project

M1 assess the
importance of project
management
throughout a project’s
life cycle

D1 evaluate the
planning of a selected
project in terms of
meeting purpose, aims
and objectives

P2 prepare a project
plan to include
objectives, milestones
and individual
contributions

M2 Produce a list of
team members
outlining role sand
responsibilities

D2 analyse the
importance of achieving
project outcomes within
agreed timescales,
resources and budgets.

P3 Prepare a risk
assessment

M3 Outline two
problems which might
impact on the progress
and o er solutions

P4 design a suitable
reporting method to
review outcomes for a
given project

M4 Present the
information clearly
using a formal report
and presentation
including charts,
images etc

P5 Evaluate the
strengths and areas for
improvement on the
project

D3 produce a budget and
commentry whether on
target, below or above

1

If all P 1 – P5 is met then a Pass is awarded

2

If All P1 to P5 and M1 – M3 is met then a merit is awarded

3

If all P1 – P5, M1 to M3 and all distinction criteria is met than overall a distinction
is met

4

If all criteria is not met then the grade is the lower boundary eg P 1 – 5 met but
only M1 then a Pass is awarded overall

For P1, learners must outline what constitutes a project, identify a project and explain what
happens at each stage of the project life cycle, including estimated timescales for each stage.
It is anticipated that the selected project for this criterion will be a case study, as the purpose
is to develop knowledge of the project life cycle to help learners in planning their own project,

For P3. The evidence can be in the form of a report or presentation. learners must provide
evidence of researching a range of di erent needs and expectations of stakeholders involved
in a project, including the role of the project manager.

For P2, learners must prepare a project plan and de ne its relevance to meeting
organisational objectives. This will include setting the overall purpose of the project, aims and
objectives, timescales and resources, the likely outputs, and the evaluation criteria. The
evidence is likely to be in the form of a presentation or formal report.

For P3, learners must demonstrate an understanding of dealing with unexpected events. They
must identify types of problem, including time, resources, and costs, describing their impact
on the outcomes, and commenting on how these can be overcome. They must know the
procedures to follow if they have concerns regarding these requirements. Evidence can be in
the form of records, diary logs and a written account.

For P4, learners must provide evidence of measuring the project outcomes and showing
whether these have been met. This can be achieved through a structured project report
supported by diagrams or charts.

P5 learners must evaluate the strengths and areas for improvement using a suitable format.

For students to gain the Merit and Distinction criteria they must develop the evidence
produced in the Pass criteria and present information clearly, accurately and to a high
standard.
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Lesson 8: Module evaluation

Module Evaluation
Please complete the module evaluation form below. Email you answers to your tutor.

21st Century Business Skills Module Evaluation - Google
Forms.docx
122.4 KB
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Glossary

Glossary of Standard Project Management Terms.pdf
191.5 KB
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Useful Websites and text books

Useful Websites

1

APM

2

Smartsheet

3

PMtimes

4

Six tips on how to create a clear project plan Computer Weekly
http://www.computerweekly.com/photostory/2240205579/Six-tips-on-how-tocreate-a-clear-projectplan/1/Step-1-How-to-explain-your-project-plan-clearlyto-stakeholders A website article on the six steps to create a clear project plan.

5

Project Management Basics: 6 Steps to a Foolproof Project Plan Wrike
https://www.wrike.com/blog/foolproof-project-plan/ A blog post on the six steps
to create a project plan.

6

10 Steps To Creating A Project Plan PM times
http://www.projecttimes.com/articles/10-steps-to-creating-a-project-plan.html

7

10 Critical Steps to Create a Project Plan Watermark Learning
https://www.watermarklearning.com/downloads/10_Steps_to
_Creating_a_Project_Plan.pdf A document that outlines in basic terms the 10
steps necessary to produce a project plan, which demonstrates project vision.

8

Six tips on how to create a clear project plan Computer Weekly
http://www.computerweekly.com/photostory/2240205579/Six-tips-on-how-tocreate-a-clear-projectplan/1/Step-1-How-to-explain-your-project-plan-clearlyto-stakeholders A website article on the six steps to create a clear project plan.

9

Project Management Basics: 6 Steps to a Foolproof Project Plan Wrike
https://www.wrike.com/blog/foolproof-project-plan/ A blog post on the six steps
to create a project plan.

10

https://www.nutcache.com/blog/10-attributes-e ective-project-manager/

11

https://www.belbin.com

Useful Textbooks

1

Baker S and Baker K – The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Project Management (Alpha
Books, 2000) ISBN 0028639200

2

Carysforth C and Rawlinson M – NVQ Level 3 and Technical Certi cate Business and
Administration (Heinemann, 2006) ISBN 0435463349

3

Horine G – Absolute Beginner’s Guide to Project Management (Que Publishing,
2005) ISBN 0789731975

